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1Entrance Head In Pipes And Conduits.
It is a well established fact that the shape and con-
dition of the entrance or inlet to pipes and conduits affect
their discharging capacity. If the end of the pipe projects
into the water, the discharge will be less than when the end
is flush with the wall of the reservoir. Pipes provided with
bell- shaped or conical mouthpieces will give a greater dis-
charge than flush- end or inward projecting pipes. It is
likewise true that the loss of head at entrance, for a pipe
discharging a certain amount, varies with the shape of the
entrance to the pipe.
These principles were established by hydraulicians who
made experiments to determine the effect of different condi-
tions and shapes of approaches on the discharge from cylindri-
cal pipes. An examination of these experiments reveals the
fact that they were all made with pipes of small diameter,
varying in most cases from 1/2- in. to 2- in. The results of
these experiments may not be applied to large pipes used for
water distribution, suction pipes, conduits, and pipes of
large diameter, such as are used to conduct water through
railroad embankments and under highways.
Pipes through embankments, or culverts as they are call-
ed, are usually provided with approaches consisting of walls,
the form and position of which affect the discharge. Walls
making an angle of divergence with the axis of the pipe cause
a discharge different from that produced by walls parallel to
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zthe axis. A straight wall at right angles to the axis of the
pipe causes a discharge differing from that in both the above
cases.
Since the results of the experiments made by hydrauli-
cians with pipes of small diameter may not be applicable to
pipes of large diameter, it was believed that an investigation
of the flow through larger pipes would be a contribution to
hydraulic knowledge, and would also throw light on the dis-
charging capacity and losses of head in pipes of still larger
sizes.
Before entering into this investigation, it will be
well to review the theoretical explanation of the flow of water
through pipes.
Flow Through Pipes.
The total head which causes flow of water through pipes
is absorbed in three ways, viz., (l) by contraction, resistance
of the inner edge at entrance, and expansion of the section
just within the pipe, together called entrance head, (2) by
imparting velocity to the water, and (3) by overcoming the re-
sistance due to friction. This may be represented by the
equation h = ^ + + fjfjfi in which h is the
total head on the center of the down-stream end of the pipe,
is the amount of h used to impart velocity to the
water, m is the amount of h taken by contraction,
resistance of the inner edge of the pipe at entrance, and ex-
pansion to the full size of the pipe, and f%J&

is that part of h used in overcoming friction. The term v is
the average velocity of the issuing stream in feet per second.
The average velocity is used because the actual velocity varies
in different parts of the section considered. For a short
horizontal pipe, the velocity in the lower part is greater than
that in the upper part, since it is under a higher head. Mear
the side of the pipe the velocity is less than near the center,
the smaller value being due to friction. The term g is the
acceleration of gravity. m is the coefficient for the entrance
head. f is the coefficient of friction. 1 is the length of
the pipe in feet. d is the diameter of the pipe in feet.
The loss due to friction fJs^? , is small
in short tubes, as is seen by the following demonstration. In
an experiment with a 12- in. pipe three diameters in length, a
head of 1.00 ft. gave an actual velocity of 5.6 ft. per second.
The velocity head corresponding to this is .71 The water,
after contraction, fills the pipe at a distance of two diame-
ters from the entrance. Hence 1, the length of that part of
the pipe flowing full, 1 ft. , d = 1 ft. The friction fac-
tor f = .02 (see Merriman's "Treatise on Hydraulics" - Page 168)
Substituting these values, f£^? = .02 x /x .7/ = .0/4
The loss due to friction is therefore about in this case.
The tenr; f^%g will therefore be dropped for pipes of three
diameters length, and the friction loss will be included in
the term for entrance head .We shall use the
formula h - Q+m)£?
. The coefficient of entrance
head m is obtained from m = (%>-/) (see Merriman's Treatise
on Hydraulics-Page 165, Art. 73), in which c is the coefficient

of discharge, or velocity, determined by dividing the actual
discharge of a short tube by the theoretical discharge.
The real problem is to determine the loss of head at en-
trance, , with different shaped approaches, and under
different conditions. After a careful search of existing
literature on this subject, it is thought that the following
results are all that have been published.
Hamilton -S/n/fh.
Dedvct/Orts /r?at/e fro/v redu/t3 of
ottier cxper/r?7e/?ts ~
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Cy/. pipe
,
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Be// 3/74/pee/ sn.p., s/yra// re/. --
. rery /?/&/? re/. - -
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.7/5-
.?&&
M/crie/of//.
T</be<s /£ To 3 "'/'/? d/crrr/eter wafer
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Boff. Iff///? tube .02 "rr? c//^m.y as /7eac/
c/ecrsase-a/ from 2.8' to 0./' c irorr frotr,
3/c/one. Tube iiv/fh £//<£?r77- = ./J ' / = .<*;?
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Merr/mon
088? -98)
//?. Proj'ecf/ng tz/jbe~-
f/asb e/7d-~
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.72/
.82
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To determine the loss of head at entrance,
with different shaped approaches, a. number of experiments were
made with 6- in. and 12-in. cylindrical pipes, -each about three
diameters in length. From these experiments the coefficients
of discharge, c, were determined by dividing the actual dis-
charge by the theoretical. The coefficients were
then inserted in the equation m = C&*-/J
Experiments With Six Inch Pipe.
A cylindrical cast-iron pipe, 22-1/2 in. in length and
6- in. in diameter, bored to an accurate caliber, was used for
these experiments. The pipe had threads cut in each end, and
was provided with a flange near the center containing bolt holes,
(see Plate 1.) Seven diverging mouthpieces were provided,
and threads cut in them to fit the ends of the pipe. These
mouthpieces each made a different angle of divergence from the
axis of the pipe, and were of a length necessary to make the
area of the larger end twice that of the pipe. (see Plate 2.)
A board, 3/8 in. in thickness and five diameters square, with
a hole in the center to fit the end of the pipe, was also used,
called "straight wall" in the experiments. The pipe was plac-
ed in a horizontal position with one end protruding from an ori-
fice in the side of a water-tight box. As the water rose in
the box, the head on the center of the pipe was indicated by
the height of water in a small vertical glass tube on the out-
side, the lower end of which was connected with the interior
of the box. The water discharged from the pipe was measured
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8in a pit below, 5.96 ft. in diameter and 5 ft. in depth. The
rise of water in the pit was indicated by the movement of an
iron rod attached to a float in the water, a pointer on the
rod marking the number of feet rise on a level rod graduated
to feet, tenths, and hundredths.
A set of experiments was made with each mouthpiece on
the inner end of the pipe, a set comprising tests made with
the center of the pipe under from three to five different heads.
Each experiment was repeated as a check. The water discharg-
ing from the pipe (see Plate 3) was first conveyed by means of
a waste pipe to another pit, until the head on the center of
the pipe became constant. The waste pipe was then withdrawn,
and the time of entrance of the water into the measuring pit
was obtained by means of a stop watch. Fnen the pit was about
full, the water was again diverted from it by means of the
waste pipe, and the time of diversion caught with the stop
watch. The rise of water in the pit was measured with the
float described above, the rod being read to hundredths of a
foot. Knowing the diameter, and hence the cross section of
the pit in square feet, the rise of water in the pit in feet,
and the time of rise in seconds, the actual discharge from the
pipe in cubic feet per second was computed.
In making these experiments the rod used to measure the
rise of water in the pit was read to the nearest .01 ft., the
probable variations in readings being less than .005 ft. The
greatest error caused by this would occur when the smallest
rise, 1.95 ft., was read. The maximum error due to this cause
then is .26^2.

<7
r-
10
To get the area of the pit the mean of a number of diam-
eters was used, the diameters being measured with a tape to
the nearest .01 ft. The error due to inaccuracy in measure-
ment for the number of measurements taken was therefore very
«
small. The mean diameter Of the pit was 5.96 ft. The maxi-
mum error due to variation in cross section at different
levels is probably less than . 2/b
To obtain the head on the center of the pipe the gauge
was read to the nearest millimeter with a probable maximum
variation in reading of 1 mm. or .003 ft. The largest error
occurred when the lowest head .30 ft. was read. This may be
The time was taken with a stop watch to the nearest 1/5
second. The largest variation then was .1 second. The
shortest time taken was 40 seconds, in which there may be an
error of .25%.
Combining the opportunities for error in the different
observations, it is believed that the greatest error possible
in the final results is less than 1-1/2/b, and that the average
error is probably much less than 1 . The number of observa-
tions for each condition was so small that no effort was made
to apply the mathematical principles of probable error.
The results of the experiments performed as described
above are given in the table which follows, together with the
theoretical discharge, coefficient of discharge c, and coeffi-
cient of entrance loss K, for each experiment. The theoreti-
cal discharge was calculated from the equation Q =<jyzg7i
in which Q is the theoretical discharge in cubic feet per sec-

ond, g is the acceleration of gravity, and h is the head in
feet on the center of the pipe. The coefficient of discharge
(c) was obtained by dividing the actual discharge by the theo-
retical. The coefficient of entrance loss (m) was calculated
m =(Jc'-/)
,
in which c is the coefficient of dis-
charge. The velocity of the water in the pipe was obtained
from a = a \s , in which q * the actual discharge in
cubic feet per second, a = area of the pipe in square feet,
and v = velocity of the water in feet per second.
in The following table data above dotted jfne as tor pipe
not flowing full at discharge end. Below dotted line pipe
flows tall at discharge end.
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Head f 1 / vyo Ac7 DJa ~777fn 7?/< A >s A/"~77\ Y.n c / Cota7: KjIsG* 1.
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l 3D1 N.X LX £.27 .-408 .86/ .47 3.33
2 32 .-^32 .88? 2 20 .43 3.34
.tto 7. 063* Z.80 .32 2.70
^7y 2.99 AO 7& 2.92 .3
J
2.3~6
• c? //3 £9$ A.2-48 3.S3 .3Z 2^/9
c • to sj / fl/r 2 £2 A2^73 3.3-4 .S~6 2./
9
y 7%
• 7 o 87 .79/ A 333 ^9.02 .37 2.Off
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7 79 /// 378 .799 A3 97 ^47)7 .37 2.08
AT) AJ4 2.80 /.307 A679 G.G/ .77 .69
77 / A6 727^77. ^ » X A693 G.^A6 .73 . 77
/A 7 78 f / 2 9£ /66/ 2.0 77 IS* f 1 .7? .60
/ O J 79 s?/03 8.24 77 .6?
f-nr A84 &.39 2.A32 .73 .64
//r 26 387 .802 /.48 48 3.34
7t> 2^.SS .-f-7*7 876 2 30 .3/ 2.84
• /< * 7 A0/8 331 .68 A- A
6
/ tX 44 ' * VX / AO42 3.82 72 .93
JO
'7 • ^7 7 2 A.O 7g 3 II .37 2.08
,^/y ///r f i 2^7 7-0 78 308 .6-6 2./?
2/ /o/ .707 A22 7 3.37 .37 2.08
22 orra/gnr 67 ^ 7^7 .73
£
7 22 7 3 60 .38 /.97
rVC///
.
76 / CO 2 9<7^ •7 7 SfO? A.37A 4/3 .GO A.72
24 2.93 .&J3 A.^?05- 4.2/ 60 7.72
2 /r4Z. O .8/ /<^^ 632 7.^7A£- 3.49 .48 3.3-4
^ CP 703 3J3 A.42^A 4 31 .3-7 A.87
/// 67 7.3/2 7.6&S- 6.70 .3-0 36
//^ A338 7.679 6-dO .20 .3~6
176 3.29 7.6?? 2.086 6.6G •2/ .32
3*0 /.7f 3.77 76?a 2.7O
J
86G .3~2
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/ 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 AO
37 A2/ 2.S0 .S76 AO78 Z4Z .S3 2.S6
32 .48 A 32 2.44 .SAS A.089 Z.62 .47 3S3
33 .So ASS 2.43 .60S /AAA 3.08 . S4 243
3< AAA 8/ 3.79 7304 A6S7 G.G2 .79 .60
3S 7./S 72 3.44 A330 7683 6.73 .79 .60
3G 66 3.87 763
S
2.073 3.3/ 79 .60
37 7d/ 66 3.99 A 683 2.A/4 8.60 .80 .S6
38 •4S 92 2.62 .794 /.OS4 4.03 .7S .77
39 700 2.88 .803 A.06S 4// 7S .77
-40 AO ° Con- /.;/ GA 3.29 /.S04 76S7 7.6/ .9A .2/
-4A ical T/p. a.a4 S6 3.08 7S33 7.679 l.dO .97 .2/
-42 A. 79 -4/ 2.82 A.9A2 2. A03 9.79 #t .2A
43 44 3.08 7.9S2 2.A32 948 .92 J8
<44 .39 A79 3.27 .766 .982 3.9
1
.78 .64
<4S .48 /20 3.6/ .839 7.0&9 4.28 .77 .69
46 .64 76 2.63 .96S A.2S7 4.90 .77 .69
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48 .66 99 3.34 A046 A2 76 S30 .82 .49
-49 AS° Con- .79 66 3.70 7.309 7397 6.66 94 43
SO /ca7 77/?. .8/ 60 2.80 7.307 A4AS 6.60 .92 .A8
&/ 773 6S 3.63 A.SS? A.6 77 7.9A 93 .AS
S2 A/4 63 3.S6 7.S7S 7679 8.00 •94 .A3
S3 774 SO 3.44 /.978 2.073 9.78 .93 .76
5~4 7.76 6~0 3.-46 7.929 2.086 9.87 92 J8
ss 7.82 So' 3.49 7.946 2.A2A 9.92 .92 48
S6 .43 70S 2,86 ,739 7037 3.87 .74 .83
<T7 rf6 720 3.43~ .8-02 7.06S 4.08 .7S .77
S8
.6/ 84 3.04 /.009 7227 S./O .8-2 4f
$~?
.66 73 2.72 7.039 A.276 S.2B .82 49
60 20°Coo- .66 6S 2.38 A02/ A.2 76 S.20 .80 .S6
6/ ica/ T/p. ,73 7/ 3,24 J.272 7.388 6.47 .92 .78
62 .79 68 3.7-4 A287 7.3?/ 6.S6 .92 A?
63 7.70 62 3.37 7.SAS A.649 7.7
O
92 79
64 742 6/ 3.29 7S04 7663 7.64 90 .23
GS 777 4S 3.08 A90& 2.097 9.72 .97 -2/
66 A8S -47 3.29 /.9S2 2./ 39 9.98 9A .27
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1 2 3 *? 6 6 7 a 9 /o
67 .*96 93 2.30 .73*7 7.063 3.73 .69 7.70
62 .*76 2,23 7*77 7.063 3.80 .70 7.04
6f 30° Con- 732 763 3*76 7.33/ 7.663 7.20 .92 .78
70 zco/ T/'p. 7.73 6-7 3.77 7337 7.6 77 7.90 .93 .76
77 7.7*7 *93 3.09 7 97*7 2.073 9.73 .92 .78
72 7.37 *90 2.73 7.977 277*7 9-77 .97 .2/
73 .22 720 7.99 .*962 .23/ 2.38 .33 230
7*7 >*72 3.6 7 673 7.072 3.*?2 .66 7.32
73 :*?<* 733 3*72 .6&
7
7.0*72 3.33 63 7.32
76 7.70 67 3.60 7396 76*7? 7.60 .97 •27
77 *73°Cot?~ 777 63 3.30 7.6~0/ 763-3 7.62 .90 .23
78 /c&7 T/'p. 7.7*9 33 286 7*7*76 7.6 79 7.37 .86 .33
79 7.73 6*7 3.*73 7303 7683 7.64 .39 .26
80 7.7a 33 3.3V 72*77 2.02*7 9.39 .38 .29
8/ 7.7
6
3*7 3S~9 736-3 2oa*7 9.26 .29 .26
82 7.76 3*7 3.68 7.900 2.02*7 9.70 .97 ,27
83
\ .*74 773 2,70 .663 /.o*?x 3.33 .63 7.32
,*93 770 2.60 .639 A0&*7 338 62 7.60
93 60 * Con - 7.7*7 62 3.27 7.*?70 7.679 7*76 £8 .29
86 / c<?/ T/p. 77*7 6*7 3.*72 7.^790 76 79 7.38 .89 .26
87 7.2*7 £-2 3.*/
7
7. 260 2.732 9*93 •27 32
88 A 26 37 3.2/ 7.90*7 2./ -4*7 97/ ,2f .26
8? *73 7393 2.80 .360 7.037 2.86 .3*7 2.*73
90 733 287 .330 70*72 2774 .33 237
97 Straight 7.73 9*7.6 3.36 .797 7.6 77 3.0*f 39 7.87
9Z Wall' 773 7*7 2.60 .980 7.67f 6:00 .38 797
93 (Jo'Con/- 7-7*7 6*7 2-81 7.22*7 2.073 6.23 39 7.87
9-7 ca7 77'p on 7.76 69
;
3.06 7.236 2.084 622 39 7.87
93 Ovter End) 7.77 66 2.93 1238 2.097 629 .39 7.87
'96 7.79 70 3.72 7.2-12 2.703 6.37 33 7.8 7
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These results indicate that for heads small as compared
with the diameter of the pipe, the coefficient of discharge is
small, and the entrance loss is large. This is explained by
the fact that the water in the lower part of the pipe, being
under a comparatively much greater head than in the upper part,
acquires a greater velocity than that at the top. On account
of this difference in velocity, the amount of water entering
the pipe at the top is less than that entering at the bottom.
Since less water enters at the top
than at the bottom the amount is in-
sufficient to fill the pipe, and the
water falls as shown in Fig. 1 and
in photograph on Plate 7. As soon
as the pipe is filled, the contrac-
tion becomes less, but is greater
_
_
at the top of the pipe than at the
bottom, as is shown in Fig. 2.
An attempt was made to prove this
explanation by placing the pipe in
a vertical position through a hole in the bottom of a water-tight
box, and allowing the water to enter the pipe from beneath the
box, issuing from it as a vertical jet. In this manner it was
thought that an equal head could be obtained over the entire
mouth of the pipe. This method of measurement was found to be
inaccurate, since there was a pressure of the falling water of
the jet upon that leaving the pipe, and hence the effective ori-
fice of the pipe was in reality above the end and its proper po-
sition could not be determined. Using the head on the upper

/
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end of the pipe in the calculation of m, much larger values were
obtained than in the former experiments, and it was easily seen
that the conditions of these experiments made the results of no
value
.
In order to get the effect of low heads and small veloc-
ities, experiments were made with the .6- in. pipe submerged, in
a horizontal position. These experiments were made in a water-
tight box divided into two compartments by a wall, through which
the pipe protruded (see Plate 8). The water discharged from
the box through two vertical rectangular openings, the flow being
equally distributed vertically, and the level of the water in the
box being kept at any desired height by means of baffle boards
placed over the openings. The difference in level of the water
on the upper and lower end of the pipe was obtained by means of
two gauges similar to that used in the former experiments, one
placed near the upper end of the pipe, the other near the lower
end. The laater was conveyed from the box by means of a waste
pipe to a weir channel, where the flow was measured over a 3 ft.
suppressed weir. The same apparatus was used as in the former
experiments, and the results obtained are given in the table
which follows: It will be seen that the values of m obtained
at low heads are nearly the same as for high heads.

=TABLE 3=
Q ++~<s4^ (j**^ - A yu*y" *"*V
Head Head Act.D/s Theo. O/i. Av. Act. Coef. Coef
Mouth- onPApe onlMsir l/e/oc. of QA3- 0f£r?t
piece. in in /hCo.Ft. inCaFr. i/?Fr. cA?ctrge A-0S3
Feet Feet per Sec. per6ec. perSec c. ATI.
/ J25 J 19 .432 .6-56 2.20 .78 .64
J25 J/9 .432 .6-56 2.20 .78
'
.64
5 Srm/gfit .35 J73 ./W 3/6 3.79 .8/ .52
.35 A74 .75/ .9/6 3.82 .62 49
5"
A.04 .253 A.299 A.603 6.^9 .8/ .52
A.04 • .253 A.299 A603 6.6~? .8/ .52
J6 J32 rf98 .629 .79 .60
8 J6 .132 498 629 2.56 .79 .60
?
f?/'/n /7
.30 J6A .67/ .86/ 341 .78 64
AO .30 462 .673 .86/ 345 .79 .60
// .9$ .246 A.264 A564 640 8/ .52
/z .99 .246 A264 A564 6.40 .8/ .52
A3 JO J07 .372 .497 A. 90 ,76~ .78
M JO J05 .362 .497 J. 83 .73 .87
A6 /nwarrf .33 J62 t678 .678 3.46~ .7A7 .78
76 Project//^ .S3 ./£/ .67/ .67/ 3.4A 74 .82
A7 A.OO .246 A.248 A.6-72 6.3
A
.79 .60
/a /.oo .247 A.258 A572 6.38 .80 .56
/9 JO J/0 .366 .497 1.99 78 .64
20 JO J09 .383 f997 A. 96 .77 .68
2/ A6°Con- .25 J62 .678 .786 3.45 .88 .29
22 icoA Tip. .25 .763 .634 .786 348 .87 32
23 /.02 .277 /.492 A.588 7.F7 .94 J3
24 AO2 .276 /.48/ A5~88 762 .93 J5~

=PLATE 6=
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Experiments With Twelve Inch Pipe.
For these experiments a wrought- iron cylindrical pipe,
12- in. in diameter and 36- in. in length was used. The pipe was
provided with straight wall and wing-wall entrance, (see Plates
4 and 5) built of dressed and matched flooring. The straight
wall was so constructed that the distance from the edge of the
pipe to the top, bottom, and sides of the wall was 2 diameters.
The wing-walls were built so that they could be swung on hinges
to any desired angle with the axis of the pipe. (For diagrams
see Plate 6).
The pipe was placed in a horizontal position in a large
weir channel, with one end protruding through a hole in a water
tight bulkhead built across the weir opening, and the other end,
supporting one of the above described wall entrances, resting on
an A support. The water entered the channel at the upper end
and was discharged through the pipe. The head on the center of
the pipe was measured by means of the level rod used in the ex-
periments with the 6-in. pipe. The rod was placed at the side
of the channel near the end of the pipe and the height of water
read to hundredths of a foot. After discharging from the pipe,
the water passed over a 3 ft. suppressed weir. The actual dis-
charge was measured by means of this weir, the head on the weir
being obtained with a hook gauge.
A set of experiments was made with the wing-walls making
angles of 0°, 15°, 30° and 45° with the axis of the pipe. Another
set was made with the straight wall entrance perpendicular to the
axis of the pipe, the end of the pipe being flush with the wall.


r
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The table which follows gives the results of the above described
experiments, together with the theoretical discharge, coefficient
of discharge, coefficient of entrance loss, and actual velocity,
for each experiment. The theoretical discharge was obtained
from the equation Q=Vx#7?
. The actual discharge over
<? = c^fegfibH* which q =
actual discharge in cubic feet per second, c = coefficient of dis-
charge for the weir, b = length of weir in feet, and H = head on
weir in feet. The velocity was obtained from q = av, the equa-
tion used for the same purpose in the other experiments with the
6- in. pipe. The coefficient of disclarge and coefficient cf en-
trance loss were determined as before.

=TA 5 LE 4 =
f/eod Heao* ActD/s. T/?co.O/hAis. Act Coet Coer.
Enttvnce. onftpe l7e/oc. otj:/?/
No. /n /n //iCotFt, //7/7. Ctia/ye /.o&s
Feet Feet. per-Sec. per6ec. per6ec. C. 777.
I /nword .S7 37/ 2.298 4.727 '49 3./
6
2
3
Frojecf//?^. .78
.96
.432
.SS8
2.883
4.239
67S30
6/3/
3.66 ,S2
.69
2.69_
/./o
4-1 .80 .S02 3.6/4 5:600 4.S9 .6S /.37
Straight
.98 66 6.20/ ss/ .70 704
j
^ l/l/a//. /.OO S74 4.423 £.23~6 6:66 .7/ .98
7.3/ .6*8/ S.724 7./60 7.29 .80 .S6
^4 .370 2.289 46794 2.92 SO 3.O0
.73 .46*2 3.08S 6:36-/ 332 Sd
.
/.97
0°W//7qm//3. .93 .6V8 3.676 6.0 37 4.67 .6/ 7.69
// A23 66/ 6T474 6.9-92 6.98 79 .60
/>? .62 4// 26 76 4-930 3.4/ S4 2,43
tsW/h&M& .84 .476 3.374 S7^/ 4.30 .6-9 /.dd
/.2S .65~9 67449 6.997 6.92 .78, .60
/4T .<S~7 .396* 2.678 4727 3.20 .S3 2.S6
_/_6_30 °lA//ng w. .86 .478 3.36V 6:803 4.28 .68 /•97
/7 .639 6:/ 96 6.887 66/ .76 " .73
'
/8 .<6~S 392 2.487 4.766 3J7 .S2 2.69
/9 .80
.92 .488
3/88
3.-462
S600
6~.998
4.07
4.40
.67
.S3
2.08
/.97
21 /// .6// 4.86/ 6.6-99 6.20 .74 .83
Date/ above dotted line is for pipe not flowing full at
discharge end. Be/ow dotted /me discharge end 13 full.

Conclusions.
The effect of varying the shape of the entrance to pipes
on the coefficient of entrance loss is illustrated by the diagrams
on Plate 19.
From the data given the following deductions may be made:
^ 1. There is not much difference betv/een the values of
J
m for the inward projecting pipe, the pipe flush with wall of re-
servoir (straight wall), and the pipe with a ring mouthpiece.
^» Generally for pipes flowing full at the discharge end the values
of m may, without great error, be taken to be .50 for flush end,
.56 for ring mouthpiece, and .52 for inward projecting pipe. For
low heads or low velocities it may be somewhat larger.
i
r 2. The values of m for diverging mouthpieces do not dif-
*
j fer much from each other. For angles of divergence of from 10°
to 30°, m may be taken to be .20, and from 30° to 60° it may be
.25
3. Pipes provided with diverging mouthpieces have much
smaller values of m than inward projecting pipes, flush ends, or
ring ends.
4. In the construction of pipe culverts through railroad
embankments and under highways, a minimum loss of head at entrance
and a maximum discharge may be obtained by building conical mouth-
pieces with an angle of divergence of 10° to 30° with the axis of
the pipe.
5. If culverts are constructed with wing-wall entrances,
there is not much difference in the values of m for different de-
grees of divergence. With the pipe flowing full m varies from

j .60 to .80 with any angle of divergence between 0° and 90°, in-
cluding straight wall or flush end. So far as shown, then, the
J discharging capacity is practically independent of the form of
f entrance. Wing-walls may be advantageous in directing the flow
« of drift and rubbish through the culvert.
The discharge from pipes not flowing full at the discharge
end is materially less than that usually calculated, due to the
dropping of the water or contraction at entrance, and to the error
in the velocity assumed. The value of m, using v as the velocity,
calculated from full pipe section in the formula h =(Ji-m)%g
will be from 2 to 6 times the value found for conditions for the
pipe actually running full. If the actual average velocity in
the part- full pipe was used, the resulting value of m would not
be far from the amounts given in deductions 1 and 2. In order
,
that a short pipe may flow full and discharge the amount calcu-
\ lated by the usual formula, the head on the center of the pipe
must be at least one diameter.
Under low heads pipes of any length will not flow full
unless submerged at the discharge end as shown in Fig. 3.
Under this condition the values of m are about as given in de-
ductions 1 and 2. ^^>^ W* \*

Having obtained the coefficient of discbarge for pipes of
three diameters length the discharging capacity of pipes of any
length may he calculated by means of the formula v
»
(see Merriman's Treatise on Hydraulics, Page 180). Using the
values of m from Table 4 formulas for discharge through culverts
with the discharge end flowing full are as follows:
St. wa// Fr?trance .
For /-^V, V*.8of%gfo.
/J> *}Vmg W#//s.
For/ V = 79 l/zip;
.
.. / =>?^ y =.7/ IF2$7?.
/n. Froj . Entrance.
For/=3d
l
v = ,7dfe$t7~
* /=/2d
i
V = .7^
/=24cft V - .7/tf2gfi.
fro/77 AfetTimgg—
Sfantforz/ Short Tvbe
For l=3cf, v= .8^1/^77.
<• I = 1/-. 77lt2jh.
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There is little difference between the discharge for the differ-
ent ends.
It may be seen by the diagrams on Plate 19 that when the
discharge end does not flow full, m ranges from 1.5 to 3.0 The
values of c corresponding to these values of m are .63 and .50
respectively. We therefore have the following equation by which
the discharge may be calculated, ^ = .SO to.63 a /Igfi
.
Thus we see that the discharge from pipes not flowing full at the
discharge end is about 2/3 that from the pipes flowing full. Us-
ing the above equation the following values of q were obtained:
Srn?/&/?t Wa//. /nwarJ Pro/.
For a/zgK. fx?r/=3</, .
for /= 3c/, $ - .<T-* arzgjf .
> / = /JPaf $ .£TZ a /zjb.

JO
The above equations were derived considering no velocity
in the water at entrance to pipe. Assuming a velocity of approach
of l/2 the velocity in the pipe the following equations were de-
rived from v =\L l^Sy , the pipe flowing full and
partially full:
Pipe Fiow/ng full Sf Discharge End.
Straight Mfa/A /jman* Frgj_-
For i =34 V=.8?tf*3h. For /' = 3d , lf=.Qfirzjh'
/ =*4cf, V = .77l/*?h- » / V = .75-f2sh
for / =3g£ y= /.02lf*#j? *
F*//2& A/of Fo// at D/'scshgrge Fnd.
St. H/a//. In. Project.
For I =3dy V - 66 Ififfh* For 3</, y=.<T<i Uz^j,.
/ v =.6/fe?h . / -
iv.
For i=3^ i/ = .6% lF*$J,

The number of experiments given here is comparatively
small but it is thought that the results given are quite ac-
curate. Among the most important results of this investiga-
tion are the advantages of conical mouthpieces and the small
discharging capacity of culverts not flowing full at the dis-
charge end. It appears that the latter is here stated for
the first time. This field of investigation is a very broad
one and still contains room for further research.
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Diagrams Showing Re/afion
Between Hand/77
for
6-in. and tZ-in. Pipes
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Different ShapedMouthpieces
All points above iine
are forpipe not f/owing fvii
discharge end. (except submerged.)
-Key-
Moutft.
_£ Jii
6*WWu - A
/O'Tip -
/s• - - f •
to* - <y
30° - £
45\ -
60° - #
R/'ng - A
St.Htaf/. - a A
in. Pro.- # 2jr
Pipe Submerged
" nor " {
a"
1
0;? 0.4 0.6 0.6 AO //? J.6 /.d 2.0
Head on Pipe in Ft wmaJuve/m.
EUGENE DIETZGEN CO., CHICAGO.
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3.6
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3.0
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2.2
PLA TE 7
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Diagrams 3/?ow//7jp Re/at/on
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6-/A7. Pipe
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